
MAUQUENCHY - 22 January 

Race 1 

1. HAVANA FLASH - Just missed the placings on debut at Vire but has seemed 

to regress since. Needs more.  

2. HERA DE BANVILLE - Placed on three of sixteen career starts. Poor record 

of finding the finish. Best watched. 

3. HISTOIREMIKA - 1.25L sixth at this track 19 days ago. Each way claims 

following that.  

4. HEMMA DES VAUCHAUX - Modest overall profile but shaped better when 

a good fifth here 19 days back. Interesting if improving again.  

5. HUPPE DE PADD - DQ final two starts last campaign. Hard to trust.  

6. HISTOIRE THORIS - Back to back placed finishes before disappointing here 

11 days ago. Each way player if bouncing back racing barefoot.  

7. HELIA D'AVIGNERE - Won four starts ago but struggled subsequently. 

Upped in grade and needs more. 

8. HEROINE DES LANDES - Unexposed filly having only had three outings. 

Looks a nice prospect having already won and placed. Threat to all.  

9. HENA MOSSA - Rates highly in this field but is out of form at present. 

10. HUKITA - Placed on reappearance. Only narrowly beaten that day but 

regressed in two subsequent starts.  

11. HARBELLA - Impressive 5L winner at Nantes two starts ago and fair run 

since. Clearly in great form. Shortlist.  

12. HIRONDELLE D'AVEZE - Improved with each run this campaign. Placed 

at this track and trip 11 days back. Place hope. 

13. HIGH MONEY D'AVRAN - Ended last campaign out of form but 8.5L sixth 

on reappearance at Pontchateau was better.  

14. HEIDI DU BISET - Won and placed twice from just five starts. Looks a useful 

prospect and open to further improvement. Big chance.  



Summary 

HEIDI DU BISET (14) is progressing rapidly at present. In great form and could 

be hard to beat. HARBELLA (11) powered clear for wide margin success two 

starts back. That form reads particularly well and worth holding safe. HEROINE 

DES LANDES (8) has run well on all three outings so far. Open to further 

progression. Big chance. HIRONDELLE D'AVEZE (12) has improved with each 

attempt this campaign. Each way player. 

Selections 

HEIDI DU BISET (14) - HARBELLA (11) - HEROINE DES LANDES (8) - 

HIRONDELLE D'AVEZE (12)  



Race 2 

1. HILTON BERRY - Generally only modest performances this campaign and 

happy to oppose.  

2. HARLEY DE QUARO - Running well without looking like winning this 

campaign. Place chance.  

3. HARRY LE BEAU - Won four starts back but not at the same level 

subsequently. Needs more. 

4. HADES DU YUCCA - 8.25L second here 19 days ago. That was a good 

effort and placed twice from last three runs. Each way claims.  

5. HAMILTON DU NOYER - Won first two starts but then disappointed upped 

to this grade third up. Worth another try after a break. 

6. HENRIQUE DE LOU - Placed at Laval on reappearance but then DQ second 

up. Threat to all if finding the finish.  

7. HERCULE CHARENTAIS - Game 1L winner at Chateaubriant 11 days back. 

Can improve again running barefoot.  

8. HANDY JET - Impressive winner on first two starts then was freshened and 

ran well when fifth at Vincennes. Should improve further. 

9. HILLINOIS - Consistent gelding that was a good 3L third at this track and trip 

three weeks ago. Hard to rule out.  

10. HAPPENING - Well beaten both starts this campaign and happy to oppose.  

11. HAUT DE FORME - Struggling this campaign but has already won twice for 

this driver.  

12. HEIKO VANCEEN - Thriving at present having won twice and placed from 

last three starts. 1.25L success last time and expected to be involved. 

13. HORTENSIA DE LARRE - DQ latest but had been progressing prior. Likely 

worth ignoring that run and is a threat to all if doing so.  

14. HELLU DANEPIERRE - Rapidly progressive gelding. Already twice a 

winner including at this track. Big chance in this grade.  

 



Summary 

HEIKO VANCEEN (12) has won twice of last three starts. Clearly thriving at 

present and looks the one they have to beat. HANDY JET (8) ran well in strong 

contest on return. Can progress and holds a big winning chance if doing so. 

HELLU DANEPIERRE (14) was a beaten favourite when bidding for third 

successive victory. Could remain in good form though so keep safe. 

HORTENSIA DE LARRE (13) has to be excused a DQ as had been in 

impressive form previously. Threat to all. 

Selections 

HEIKO VANCEEN (12) - HANDY JET (8) - HELLU DANEPIERRE (14) - 

HORTENSIA DE LARRE (13)  



Race 3 

1. ELEGANT DE BOLERO - DQ when bidding for third straight success. This 
is tougher than he won but hard to rule out.  

2. FORESTRELLO - Running consistently without troubling the judge. Similar 
performance looks likely racing barefoot.  

3. DUC DE TYROLE - Disappointing runs both starts last campaign. Likely best 
watched unless market positive on return.  

4. ELFIE DE BANVILLE - Placed third here three weeks back albeit still beaten 
12L. Needs more again.  

5. ETOILE VICTORY - Won 2 of 56 starts but latest of those was just three 
starts ago. Needs more in this grade.  

6. EH COQUINE - Modest recent form and happy to oppose.  

7. EAU DES MALBERAUX - Struggling recently and likely to struggle once 
more.  

8. FEPSON - Modest recent efforts. Looks up against it.  

9. FULMIDA - Beaten just a nose at Vincennes when bidding to secure back to 
back victories. Contender. 

10. EREBOR - Hard to fancy he will even find the finish following string of DQ. 

11. FASHION TOUCH - Likeable mare that has some strong form in the book. 
Disappointed when last seen however. Needs to bounce back. 

12. DOSSIMO - Generally been down the field this campaign. Would be a 
surprise if he factored.  

13. DEFI DU GRANIT - Not disgraced when mid-field on reappearance. Should 
progress but likely a place would prove best. 

14. EMENCOURT D'AZIF - In great form earlier in the campaign but must now 
bounce back from two disappointing efforts. Do not entirely discount.  

15. EPI D'OR DU VINOIS - Placed on last three starts. In good form and has 
each way claims once more.  

16. DYNAMIQUE D'AM - Modest recent form figures and happy to oppose.  

17. EDY DU POMMEREUX - Honest gelding. Conditions to suit here and is 
easy to fancy.  

18. EL PASO D'OCCAGNES - DQ on final start last campaign and incurred the 
same fate on reappearance two weeks back at Vincennes. Happy to oppose. 



Summary 

FULMIDA (9) was beaten a nose in a stronger level. That form looks very strong 

and is a contender if replicating. FASHION TOUCH (11) was slightly 

disappointing last time but had been in much better form prior. Rates well in this 

grade and should factor. EPI D'OR DU VINOIS (15) placed on last three 

outings. Big each way player. EDY DU POMMEREUX (17) is an honest 

performer. May give each way backers a good run. 

Selections 

FULMIDA (9) - FASHION TOUCH (11) - EPI D'OR DU VINOIS (15) - EDY 

DU POMMEREUX (17)  



Race 4 

1. GREAT JAVANAIS - 3.25L second at Argentan two weeks back. This is 
slightly tougher but is worth holding safe.  

2. GAUGUIN MAZA - 1L third second up this campaign here. Now third up so 
should be primed. Place hope. 

3. GET D'ERONVILLE - 1L second at Lyon La Soie two outings back was a 
good run. Disappointed when upped to this grade since. Needs more. 

4. GLAMOUR DREAM - Ended last campaign out of form and likely best 
watched on return unless seeing significant market push.  

5. GINGLE SPECIAL - Placed twice and won twice from last four starts. Clearly 
thriving at present and is easy to fancy.  

6. GRINGO D'OURVILLE - DQ last two starts. Hard to trust following that.  

7. GITANO DE LUISLO - Winless after 32 starts. Unlikely to change that 
statistic here.  

8. GRANTCHESTER - Won back to back starts earlier in the campaign but 
does face tougher task now. Threat to all if improving again.  

9. GOSPEL D'ARIANE - Running consistently this campaign without troubling 
the judge. Similar performance expected.  

10. GALANT DE CHRISTAL - DQ latest but would have each way claims if 
judged on form before this campaign.  

11. GILICU MAG - Out of form and easily opposed.  

12. GIBUS DU MOULIN - 4L fifth at Cordemais a month ago was best run so 
far this campaign. Place claims if improving again.  

13. GLORIOUS DAY - 4.5L third at this track and trip 19 days ago. Interesting 
if able to build on that.  

14. GRAAL - May just have needed first start back five days ago so a potential 
big improver. Shortlist.  

15. GOOD DE TILLARD - Not stood much racing of late and a market check 
may prove best guide.  

16. GOAL DE VILLEMER - DQ final five starts last campaign. Likely best 
watched returning here.  

17. GOODWOOD - Mid-field finishes recently and similar performance is 
anticipated.  



Summary 

GINGLE SPECIAL (5) impressed when holding rivals at Chateaubriant. The 

one to beat bidding to go back to back. GREAT JAVANAIS (1) has won and 

placed twice from last five starts. Clearly in great form and expected to give 

another bold showing. GAUGUIN MAZA (2) was a close third at this venue. 

Easy to fancy. GLORIOUS DAY (13) placed at this journey last time. Each way 

claims with a similar performance. 

Selections 

GINGLE SPECIAL (5) - GREAT JAVANAIS (1) - GAUGUIN MAZA (2) - 

GLORIOUS DAY (13)  



Race 5 

1. GAULE ROMAINE - DQ four of last six starts. Likely best watched.  

2. GAMINE DES LANDES - Third up so should now be primed. Only mild 
promise so far and remains an unlikely winner.  

3. GRANDE MALICE - Modest form this campaign and happy to oppose.  

4. GAIETE DU DOME - Better in last two starts but this is tougher and needs 
more for win purposes.  

5. GUERILLA JET - Close second here two starts back but disappointed at 
Vincennes.  Inconsistent mare that is hard to predict.  

6. GLORIOUS LIFE - Placed two starts back but DQ last time here. Needs to 
bounce back. 

7. GALATEE DU GOUTIER - Placed on three of last four starts. Concern she 
is winless after nineteen starts. Place hope with no shoes. 

8. GOOD WATER - Held rivals for 0.5L victory at Nantes. That was first career 
success and confidence will be high. 

9. GRACE DU KASTEL - Out of form and looks up against it once more. 

10. GAMISAKA - Winless after 19 starts but has placed on seven runs and 
clearly does have ability. Each way chance. 

11. GEISHA DE MELODIE - Winless after 34 starts and unlikely to change that 
statistic here. 

12. GRAVALETA - 7.25L fifth on reappearance at this track and trip 19 days 
ago. Interesting if able to build on that. 

13. GOFARA - 1.75L third on reappearance. That was promising and should 
only improve. Big chance.  

14. GUERILLA SMART - Disappointed last time but had won on start before. 
Drops back to suitable grade and is easy to fancy running barefoot.  

15. GANGA - Much better performances of late and has an each way chance 
with no shoes. 

16. GRANDE GALAXIE - Disappointing efforts on first two starts this campaign. 
Would need to improve sharply. 

17. GINA COSTARDIERE - Placed in this grade two runs ago. Slightly 
disappointing since but hard to entirely rule out. 

18. GREAT ISLAND - Bounced back to form when a 4.25L second at 
Vincennes 18 days back. Is a perfect one from one at this track. Makes appeal. 



Summary 

GUERILLA SMART (14) disappointed in better race last time but had won in 

this grade prior. The one to beat back at this level. GOFARA (13) placed on 

reappearance. That was a great run and is capable of further improvement. Big 

chance. GREAT ISLAND (18) returned to form with good second at Vincennes. 

Can progress again and looks a threat to all. GOOD WATER (8) gamely held 

rivals for 0.5L victory last outing. Faces tougher test now but may complete a 

double. 

Selections 

GUERILLA SMART (14) - GOFARA (13) - GREAT ISLAND (18) - GOOD 

WATER (8)  



Race 6 

1. INTO THE MYSTIC - First time starter by Django Riff. Market check advised.  

2. ISSU DE CORTEM - Three year old colt by Royal Dream. Market will prove 

best guide.  

3. INVINCIBLE BOY - 2L fifth at Nantes on debut last week. That was a good 

start and should progress. Each way player.  

4. ILLUSION D'AMOUR - 7L fourth at this course and distance on debut. 

Should build on that and looks a genuine threat. 

5. IDA RUBINSTEIN - 1.75L third at Bordeaux on debut 19 days ago. That was 

a promising start and should only improve. Big chance.  

6. ILLUSTRE FERM - Finished fourth on both starts so far. A place chance.  

7. IMPULSE LOTOIS - Placed at Strasbourg second up but well beaten in 

higher level since. Needs to bounce back. 

8. IMAGE D'ATALANTE - 0.5L second at Cherbourg on debut but DQ second 

up. Freshened up though and this may be the time to catch her. Shortlist.  

9. IRISH MELODY - Made promising debut but struggled subsequently. Needs 

more.  

10. IDEFIX DHELPA - 1L second at Argentan on debut was a great run 12 days 

ago. Will progress and is easy to fancy.  

11. ITEM BUISSONAY - 3.25L third here over course and distance was best 

career run yet. Threat to all if progressing again.  

12. ICE TEA - Seems to be running consistently but not troubling the judge. 

Needs more. 

13. ILIKA DE BOMO - 4.25L second two weeks back at Nantes. Has improved 

with each run so far and easy to fancy.  

14. IVANHOE DU FIER - Consistent colt but not looked like troubling the judge. 

Place likely best.  

 



Summary 

IDEFIX DHELPA (10) looks a nice prospect following good 1L second first up. 

The one to beat. IDA RUBINSTEIN (5) placed on debut. Should progress from 

that and is easy to fancy second run this season. ILIKA DE BOMO (13) has 

improved with each start so far. Close second last time and now gets a chance 

to win. Big chance. ITEM BUISSONAY (11) placed at this track and trip. Threat 

to all if improving again. 

Selections 

IDEFIX DHELPA (10) - IDA RUBINSTEIN (5) - ILIKA DE BOMO (13) - ITEM 

BUISSONAY (11)  



Race 7 

1. HERMIONE DE CREPON - Modest performances both starts so far and 
easily opposed. 

2. HERMIONE DE L'ITON - Yet to place in seven career starts and easily 
opposed.  

3. HERACLES DU CAIEU - 2L third at Argentan 12 days ago was a career 
best. Interesting if building on that with no shoes. 

4. HAWAI DE L'AUMOY - 2L fourth here first up this campaign. That was a 
good run and can progress. Interesting.  

5. HALKIRIO - 3.25L fourth at Argentan was best run so far. Yet to even find 
the places however so would be a surprising winner. 

6. HIP HOP D'EURVAD - Narrow margin winner at Argentan on second career 
start. This looks tougher but should improve again. Keep safe. 

7. HAPPY STAR DRY - Won and placed from two starts so far. Looks a smart 
prospect and is easy to fancy here.  

8. HAPPY INTRIGANT - Impressive winner three starts back but not at same 
level since. Needs more.  

9. HARDI DE LAUMIERE - This is easier than when placed at Vincennes start 
of November. Threat to all if primed for return.  

10. HERA DES CHAMPS - DQ 11 days ago here and best watched following 
that. 

11. HATENA DE BELLANDE - Won three starts back at Cordemais. Ran well 
since and has each way claims with no shoes. 

12. HANIELLE CREPIN - Placed on debut and good 1.25L winner at Cabourg 
on second start. Keep safe. 

13. HAZOE DES GLENAN - Placed on three of ten career starts but yet to win. 
Place likely best. 

14. HIROISE DE LA COUR - Won twice from six starts but not looked anywhere 
near the same level in two runs so far this campaign. Needs more.  

15. HABERLOUR - Slightly disappointing last time but in much better form 
before. Threat to all if bouncing back.  

16. HOTESSE DE NESLE - 4.75L fourth at Reims 40 days back. That was best 
run for some time and interesting if able to build on that.  



Summary 

HANIELLE CREPIN (12) placed first up and then progressed to win. Looks a 

smart prospect and can take another step forward now. The one to beat. HIP 

HOP D'EURVAD (6) powered home to shed the maiden tag last time. Can 

improve again so keep safe. HAPPY STAR DRY (7) placed at this track and 

trip. Big chance. HARDI DE LAUMIERE (9) made the frame in a higher level 

when last seen. Market check advised. 

Selections 

HANIELLE CREPIN (12) - HIP HOP D'EURVAD (6) - HAPPY STAR DRY (7) 

- HARDI DE LAUMIERE (9)  



Race 8 

1. FERIA DU JOUAN - Finished second on two of last three starts. Looks 

overdue another victory. In the mix. 

2. EGAL MOI - Disappointing reappearance a month ago and likely best 

watched.  

3. CHEF DE PARTI - Well beaten on recent starts and happy to oppose here.  

4. FRONSAC DU VIVIER - Consistent gelding. Poor winning record but drops 

in grade and gets realistic chance racing barefoot. 

5. DELTA DE LA VALLEE - Winless after 137 starts. Unlikely to change that 

statistic here.  

6. DUOMO - Resumes from lengthy absence. Market check will prove best 

guide on return. 

7. ECLAIR DREAM - Poor winning record and has lost his way following good 

placed finish four runs ago.  

8. DIACRE DES TITHAIS - Placed on reappearance but disappointed second 

up. Can bounce back.  

9. EBENE MARVIC - Won similar contest two starts ago. Generally needs first 

start following break however. Best watched. 

10. FLEUR DE LOSQUE - Out of form but been contesting much stronger races 

than this and should do better eased in grade.  

11. DUCHESSE DU DOME - Won four starts back and placed runner up at 

Nantes. Clearly in good form. In the mix. 

12. CELLIOTT MORILLON - Well beaten on reappearance and unlikely to 

improve enough to factor.  

13. DEAR LOVELY GIRL - Modest recent form figures. Easily opposed.  

14. FAN DE VINCENNES - Last two runs have been disappointing but in much 

better form prior and hard to rule out. 

 



Summary 

DUCHESSE DU DOME (11) is in great form. Placed in strong race last time 

and gets a big chance to win. Hard to beat. FLEUR DE LOSQUE (10) drops 

significantly in grade. Recent form figures do not inspire but this is much more 

suitable. Keep safe. FRONSAC DU VIVIER (4) is a consistent type. Sure to 

give usual running and is a solid each way choice. FERIA DU JOUAN (1) placed 

on two of last three starts. Can make the frame again. 

Selections 

DUCHESSE DU DOME (11) - FLEUR DE LOSQUE (10) - FRONSAC DU 

VIVIER (4) - FERIA DU JOUAN (1) 

 


